9-2015--IMB money problems.pdf
10-2015--Platt aligns missionary qualifications with BFM.pdf
10a-2015--Platt's SBC address.pdf
11-2015--IMB says it will balance budget.pdf
12-2015--Platt's Open Letter.pdf
1-2008--imb caution on money problems.pdf
2-2009--IMB caution on money problems.pdf
3-2010--IMB caution on money problems.pdf
4-2011--imb caution on money problems.pdf
5-2012--imb caution on money problems.pdf
6-2013--imb caution on money problems.pdf
7-2014--imb caution on money problems.pdf
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HOUSTON (BP) -- International Mission Board President David
Platt proposed streamlining the mission agency's strategy and
structure -- in keeping with his desire for IMB to exalt Christ and
work more effectively toward accomplishing the Great
Commission -- during IMB's Feb. 24-25 trustee meeting in
Houston.
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Trustees unanimously voted to
approve the plan.
"We want to empower limitless
missionary teams to make
disciples and multiply churches
among unreached people," Platt
IMB President David Platt addresses said. "We need a strategy that
the agency's trustees with a proposal
doesn't cap our number of
"to reset our strategy and realign our
structure so that as we ask the Lord of missionaries merely based upon
the harvest to send out workers into how much money we have."
His field, we will be ready when He
does." Trustees unanimously approved
the proposal during their Feb. 24-25
meeting in Houston.
Photo by Chris Carter/IMB

Platt noted the IMB operated "in
the red" last year, with the
agency's operating expenses
exceeding income by nearly
$21 million.

"Right now our funnel is really small ... such that we're turning
people away," Platt said. "And what I'm saying, what we know, is
that we need to blow open this funnel and create as many
pathways as possible for Christians and churches to get the
Gospel to unreached people."
IMB must creatively consider
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how to leverage the avenues
God has given for limitless men,
women and families to join
together on missionary teams to
make disciples and multiply
churches among unreached
people groups, Platt said. Since
his election in August 2014,
Platt has stated his five
biblically based desires for IMB
are to exalt Christ, mobilize
Christians, equip the church,
facilitate church planting and
play its part in completing the
Great Commission.

In this graphic, IMB President David
Platt outlined his organizational plan
for Christians and churches to be
mobilized to take the gospel to
unreached people. IMB trustees
adopted the plan during their meeting
Feb. 25 in Houston.

As a result of these desires, Platt recommended to IMB trustees
a "reset" of the agency's strategy, and realignment of its
structure, to focus on five main areas:
-- Global Training, led by Zane Pratt, who was named vice
president of global training during the November 2014 trustee
meeting.
-- Global Engagement, which entails work formerly called
"global strategy," to be led by John Brady. Trustees elected
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Brady, current vice president for global strategy, as vice
president of global engagement.
-- Operations and Finance, which consolidates the current
offices of personnel, logistics and finance into one team.
Trustees affirmed the search for a person to lead the newly
formed operations and finance work. Randy Pegues, vice
president of global logistics support; Tom Williams, vice
president of global personnel; and David Steverson, vice
president of finance; will step out of their current positions and
into other assignments to be determined in the days ahead. "In
the meantime, they will continue to function in their current
roles," Platt said, and Steverson will continue his chief financial
officer responsibility.
-- Mobilization, which "re-envisions" the current Church and
Partner Services team to more effectively mobilize Christians
and churches for global mission, to be led by a to-be-named
vice president of mobilization. Ken Winter, vice president of
church and partner services, plans to return to work in a local
church.
-- Strategy, which overarches all the areas with a "relentless"
focus to unify IMB culture. As a result, the current Office of
Global Strategic Mobilization, currently led by Scott Holste, will
fold into the new strategy in various ways. Some areas will
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move under Global Engagement; other areas will report directly
to Platt and Sebastian Traeger, IMB executive vice president.
Holste will work in one of these areas. The current Office of
Prayer, led by Gordon Fort, will be "infused across this entire
strategy," Platt said. Fort, who has served as senior vice
president of prayer mobilization and training, will work
alongside Platt and Traeger to help fuel the overall strategy with
a focus on relating to key IMB partners and constituents.
Clyde Meador, executive advisor to the president, noted IMB
has gone through many minor and major "resets" in its history to
adjust to changing needs. Each "recalibration" of the
organization "has been used by God" to advance His church,
Meador said. While changes can be difficult and painful, they
are necessary for the survival of any organization, he added.
Platt said the changes are intended to be reproducible through
the IMB's national partners around the world: making disciples
among unreached people and seeing churches established,
then seeing those churches, in turn, send Christians to
unreached people, training them and supporting them as they
engage the world with the Gospel.
"We want to fuel movement like this all over the world!" Platt
said. "But let me be clear. Strategy and structure are not the
ultimate answer to seeing Christians and churches engaging
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unreached people with the Gospel.... What that means is that
more than we need a streamlined strategy or a simplified
structure, we need the power of God to do what only He can
do.
"This is why I am calling everyone across our IMB family -- from
trustees to personnel or otherwise -- to fast and pray, because
only God can do this work.... Let's get down on our knees, then
get up from our knees and do whatever it takes, no matter what
that means, to set the sails for God to empower limitless
missionary teams who are making disciples and multiplying
churches among unreached people for the glory of His name."
The impending changes are not about IMB employees or
trustees in specific roles, but about the billions of people who
die without a relationship with Jesus Christ, Steverson noted
during his finance report.
"I'm confident that my colleagues on staff and our missionaries
around the world are also single-mindedly focused on this
reality: We must find ways to get the Gospel to more and more
people," Steverson said. "Any change that facilitates that reality
and moves us forward in our task is something we must do. I'm
committed to doing all that I can, in whatever small way, to
make it a reality that there is a multitude from every language,
people, tribe and nation knowing and worshipping the Lord
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Jesus Christ. May it be so for all of us."
Other business
-- During the meeting, IMB trustees also appointed 25 new
missionaries to serve around the world, joining a total
missionary force of approximately 4,800. The missionaries were
commissioned during an appointment service at Sagemont
Baptist Church of Houston on Feb. 25.
-- Steverson, IMB's chief financial officer, presented a report on
the reallocation of funds as approved by the finance committee.
While personnel expenses were below budget in the past year,
Steverson noted income also fell below budget. Property sales
of $75 million have been used in recent years to overcome
budget shortfalls.
-- The next IMB trustee meeting is May 12-13 in Louisville, Ky.
The next missionary appointment service is May 13 at Highview
Baptist Church in Louisville.

Anne Harman is an IMB writer.
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RICHMOND, Va. (BP) -- The International Mission Board's new
policy on missionary qualifications -- replacing previous
restrictions related to baptism, speaking in tongues and divorce
among other matters -- represents an effort to keep basic
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requirements from going beyond the Baptist Faith and
Message, IMB President David Platt told reporters May 14.
"We want it to be simple and clear that what's
driving us doctrinally is what all these churches
[of the Southern Baptist Convention] have
agreed on in the Baptist Faith and Message,"
Platt said during an hour-long telephone press
conference. "... We're tethering ourselves to the
Baptist Faith and Message, and we tethered
David Platt
ourselves to it in such a way that if the Southern
Baptist Convention were to edit or adjust the
Baptist Faith and Message a year from now or
two years from now or whenever, then that would adjust the
way we work."
Approved during a May 12-13 IMB trustee meeting in Louisville,
Ky., the new policy is one component of an effort to open "new
pathways" of missionary service overseas for students,
professionals, retirees and others and establish a single set of
preliminary qualifications for all categories of missionaries, Platt
said. Trustees and staff will establish additional requirements for
specific categories of IMB overseas personnel, he said.
New pathways of missionary service have not been established
yet but are expected to be announced in the months ahead,
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Platt said.
Subsequent to the press conference, IMB spokeswoman Wendy
Norvelle told Baptist Press trustees have yet to determine the
preferred funding mechanism for new pathways of missionary
service. She added, however, that the IMB encourages
churches to give through the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering
for International Missions and the Cooperative Program,
Southern Baptists' unified method of funding missions and
ministries in North America and across the globe.
Platt said IMB leaders have not disclosed the vote count on the
new missionary qualifications policy to either trustees or the
public, stating only that he was "encouraged" by the vote's
outcome.
The newly adopted policy 200-1 replaces the previous policy of
the same number, which had been adopted in 2010 to govern
qualifications for career missionaries. The policies on teenage
children, tongues and baptism were not part of the former
version of 200-1, although Norvelle said such matters would be
interpreted within the revised policy.
Previous policies "were put in place at various times for good
reasons," Platt said, but needed revision given the demands of
fulfilling the Great Commission today. He commented on
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several specific changes related to hot-button issues:
-- "Under [the newly adopted] 200-1, a divorce is not an
automatic disqualifier for long-term service with the IMB as it
was under the old policy," Platt said.
The marital history of all missionary candidates still will be
examined. However, the circumstances of a divorce will now be
considered along with the view of the prospective missionary's
host culture regarding divorce and the candidate's potential role
on a missionary team, Platt said. Requirements regarding
divorce may need to differ for lead church planters and support
personnel, he said.
Previously, divorced persons were disqualified from service as
career and apprentice missionaries.
-- The only baptism requirements under the new policy are that
a missionary be "a baptized member of a Southern Baptist
church" and possess a "conviction of truth as expressed in the
current Baptist Faith and Message statement of the Southern
Baptist Convention."
The BF&M, Article VII, defines baptism as "the immersion of a
believer in water in the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit. It is an act of obedience symbolizing the believer's
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faith in a crucified, buried, and risen Saviour, the believer's
death to sin, the burial of the old life, and the resurrection to
walk in newness of life in Christ Jesus." Article VII adds that
baptism is "prerequisite" to church membership and the Lord's
Supper.
IMB missionaries, Platt said, "are going to believe and function
and practice and live in accordance with" the BF&M.
Previously, IMB policy 200-16 stated: "Baptism must take place
under the authority of a local church that practices believer's
baptism by immersion alone, embraces the doctrine of the
security of the believer's salvation and does not view baptism as
sacramental, regenerative or essential to salvation." The policy
applied to all missionaries at all levels of service.
-- The previous policy on tongues and private prayer languages
"went beyond some of the language in the Baptist Faith and
Message," Platt said. The BF&M makes no mention of either
issue.
Policy 200-1 also does not mention speaking in tongues or
using a private prayer language, but Platt said the IMB Field
Personnel Manual allows a missionary to be terminated for
disruptive emphasis on any specific spiritual gift as normative
for all Christians. He stressed his opposition to excesses of the
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charismatic movement.
"I have seen and confronted the dangers of the charismatic
movement and the error that has in so many ways undercut the
authority of God's Word," Platt said. "... I want to make sure that
we are faithfully representing Southern Baptist churches and
convictions at every point."
Previously, IMB policy defined the gift of tongues, or glossolalia
in Greek, as speaking "a legitimate language" and disqualified
from service all missionary candidates who used an
unintelligible language in worship or practiced glossolalia in
worship without following the New Testament guidelines. Using
an "ecstatic utterance as a prayer language" disqualified a
candidate from service.
-- Families with teenage children are eligible to serve under
policy 200-1 and will be evaluated on a case by case basis, Platt
said, noting some mission fields are suitable for families with
teenagers while others are not.
A previous policy stated that couples with children 12 and older
would be eligible for service only after specific criteria were
met, including psychological or psychiatric evaluations of the
children.
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Asked about policies governing alcohol use, Platt said trusteeapproved policy did not previously and does not currently
disqualify from service candidates who drink alcohol. Yet the
Field Personnel Manual requires all missionaries to abstain from
alcohol following their appointment. Platt cited policies on
alcohol as a model for how other debated issues might be
handled in the future.
"The only way to address some of these issues is not a policy
that's a disqualifier on the front end," Platt said. "People know.
It's not like we're hiding any of what we believe about these
issues. But we are saying, 'OK, they're not automatically
disqualifiers on the front end, but it's clear, as an IMB
missionary, that we abstain from alcohol.'"
Making adherence to the BF&M the baseline requirement for
missionary service represents an attempt to ease initial
restrictions on qualified Southern Baptists who feel a call to
take the Gospel to the nations.
Trustees "see that there are some issues we must address as
the IMB," Platt said. "Our pipeline has been small and tough to
get through in different ways that we could open up and free
[up]."
Regarding prospective missionaries who were prevented from
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serving under the old policies, Platt said, "The door is open for
them to explore serving with the IMB."
Platt asked Southern Baptists to pray for wisdom among IMB
leaders as they seek to increase the number of missionaries
despite limited funds.
"Even before this, we were turning away Southern Baptist
church members who were qualified to serve as missionaries -even under our old qualifications," Platt said. "All the more
under our new qualifications.
"Some would say, 'Then why open up the pathway if you've
already got kind of a backlog?' Well, I don't want to continue to
say no to qualified members of Southern Baptist churches," Platt
said.
For a First-Person column by David Platt on the new personnel
policy, click here. For a FAQ, click here.

David Roach is chief national correspondent for Baptist Press, the
Southern Baptist Convention's news service.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (BP) -- Messengers resoundingly affirmed
David Platt's June 17 report that noted IMB trustees' recent
policy changes are focused on throwing open the funnel of
missionary sending so more Southern Baptists called by God
can make disciples and multiply churches among those who've
never heard the name of Jesus.
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never heard the name of Jesus.
"And we're praying for limitless
men and women from Southern
Baptist churches to say, 'Yes,' to
that invitation until the day
when the concept of unreached
peoples is completely
eradicated," Platt said in his first
report as IMB president during
the 2015 Southern Baptist
Convention annual meeting in
Columbus, Ohio.
Platt shared highlights of the
entity's work in the last year,
speaking to about 5,300
Southern Baptist pastors,
leaders and church members
who attended the meeting.

NEW - 3 hours ago

Same-sex couples get licenses; clerk sits
in jail
NEW - 3 hours ago

SCOTUS urged by federal judges to
review abortion mandate
David Platt, president of the
International Mission Board, shares
five truths related to lostness across
the world as he gave a report on the
IMB during the morning session of the
Southern Baptist Convention annual
meeting June 17 at the Greater
Columbus Convention Center in
Columbus, Ohio.
Photo by Bill Bangham

Last year alone, more than 4,700 IMB missionaries proclaimed
the Gospel to nearly 2 million people in nearly 1,000 people
groups, seeing about 200,000 people baptized and more than
13,000 new churches started -- in addition to training their
pastors to start new churches.
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Southern Baptists have enabled those positive results through
their praying, going and giving, Platt said, with more than $94
million given to IMB through the Cooperative Program last year,
and more than $153 million to Lottie Moon, the second-largest
offering in IMB history.
"But we have a problem," he said.
In 2009, IMB had a record-high 5,600 missionaries overseas.
Today, the number has dropped to 4,700 and is fast on its way
to 4,200, primarily because IMB is not financially able to
support their missionary force on the field. Last year, IMB
operated with expenses nearly $21 million more than income.
The decreasing number of missionaries "is not tolerable when
two billion people still haven't heard the name of Jesus," Platt
said. "Consequently, we are evaluating all of our structures and
systems in order to discern how we can more efficiently and
effectively use the resources Southern Baptists churches have
entrusted to us."
As long as fully financially supported missionaries are the only
way IMB can send Southern Baptists, Platt said -- even if the
Cooperative Program and Lottie Moon Christmas Offering both
increase dramatically -- "we will keep a cap" on Southern
Baptists' missions involvement.
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"I want to lead the IMB to blow open that funnel to create as
many pathways as possible for Southern Baptists to get the
Gospel to unreached people," Platt said.
God is divinely opening the doors to take the Gospel around the
world not just through traditional missionary routes, he said, but
also through nontraditional roles including the globalization of
the marketplace. He challenged messengers to imagine a team
led by a traditional missionary and surrounded by students,
professionals and retirees -- potentially supporting themselves
financially -- working alongside him or her, all focused on
making disciples and multiplying churches among the
unreached.
Platt said IMB trustees evaluated the entity's policies to make
such "limitless" teams possible.
In May, trustees voted on a statement of qualifications that must
mark every single IMB missionary: a vibrant disciple of Jesus
who is making disciples; called by God and affirmed by church
leaders and IMB; committed to the vision, mission, values and
beliefs of IMB; and a baptized Southern Baptist church member
"with a clear conviction of truth" as expressed in the Baptist
Faith and Message.
IMB took these steps to "tether ourselves in the tightest
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possible way to the confessional statement that unites Southern
Baptists," Platt said.
Contrary to what some news sources falsely reported, Platt said,
the policy in no way signals a change in practice regarding how
IMB works in relation to Southern Baptist doctrinal distinctives,
or a shift in IMB missionaries' practice when it comes to issues
like tongues or private prayer language.
"To be crystal clear, IMB missionaries do not and will not in any
way promote speaking in tongues or private prayer language,"
Platt said. He noted that he and IMB have deep concerns about
this issue, which is why IMB has an intentional appointment,
training and supervisory process.
Additionally, the new policy that replaces the previous policy
on divorce simply means that if a person has divorce in their
past, they are not automatically disqualified from playing a part
in spreading the Gospel overseas.
"This action by our trustees is intended to shout to every
member of every Southern Baptist church, 'If you have been
baptized by immersion as a symbol of your salvation, if you are
committed to the Baptist Faith and Message, if you are a
healthy disciple whom God is calling to make disciples and
multiply churches among men, women, boys and girls -- who
open in browser PRO version
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aren't talking about tongues because they've never heard the
name of Jesus in their own language -- Southern Baptists who
want to change that, the door is open at IMB to do that,'" Platt
said.
At the end IMB's report, the audience loudly applauded and
cheered Platt, some even giving a standing ovation. No
messengers asked questions from the floor.
Learn more at imb.org/send. If you would like to receive
quarterly updates from Platt, visit imb.org/update.
Watch Platt's report here:
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Watch the presentation here:

Laura Fielding is an IMB writer.
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the International Mission
Board, which is included
in full after this story.
IMB President David Platt addresses the staff
and global personnel in a “town hall” meeting
to discuss initial steps the IMB must take to
get to a sustainable, healthy place.
IMB Photo

RICHMOND, Va.(BP) -International Mission
Board leaders have
outlined a plan to
address IMB's revenue
shortfalls and complete a reset of the organization in order to
move forward into the future with "innovative vision, wise
stewardship and high accountability."
The plan was presented by senior IMB leadership, including
President David Platt, during an Aug. 27 town hall meeting
including missionaries and staff, who collectively attended
either in person or through digital communication. IMB trustees
were informed of the plan during their Aug. 25-26 board
meeting in downtown Richmond, Va.
Platt said the urgency of the plan is based in the reality that
while Southern Baptist giving through the Cooperative Program
and the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering has increased in recent
years, the IMB projects it will fall $21 million short of its current
annual budget, marking several consecutive years of budget
shortfalls for the 170-year-old organization. Over the past six
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years, the organization's expenditures have totaled $210 million
more than has been given to it each year.
To address revenue
shortfalls, IMB enacted a
plan to slowly reduce the
number of missionaries
through normal attrition
and limited
appointments, while
using IMB's reserves -including global property IMB Photo
sales -- to keep as many
missionaries on the field as possible.
"We praise God for the reserves and property sales that made
this possible and for leadership which chose to spend these
resources for the spread of the Gospel," Platt said. "But we
cannot continue to overspend. For the sake of short-term
financial responsibility and long-term organizational stability we
must act."
Overcoming revenue shortfall
Sebastian Traeger, IMB's executive vice president, explained
that senior leadership considered several options to overcome
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the revenue shortfall.
"The challenge is that we're looking at both large revenue
shortfalls and low cash reserves -- so any action needs to
include a plan to address both simultaneously," Traeger said.
"We considered multiple options -- such as further reducing
missionary appointments or liquidating additional property -- but
none of them bring about a balanced budget fast enough, or
they are not feasible to implement in the short term. Our goal is
to align our cost structure with the amount of money given to us
each year."
Leadership determined the only option that is both feasible and
has significant financial impact is to reduce the number of
personnel it supports, since the vast majority of the IMB
expenses are personnel related.
"If we are going to balance our budget, we must reduce
approximately 600 to 800 of our staff and field personnel," Platt
said, indicating that number represents up to 15 percent of IMB's
total employees.
IMB leadership has decided the best way to reduce staff is to
begin with a voluntary retirement incentive that will be offered
to all eligible employees, including both missionaries and staff.
While the parameters defining who is eligible are still being
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finalized, details of the incentive will be announced Sept. 10,
2015, and those eligible will be notified in the days following
the announcement.
"Whether to accept the incentive is a voluntary decision
completely up to the discretion of eligible individuals," Platt
said. "This offers personnel who may already be considering a
transition in their lives an opportunity to make that transition.
"We want to be as generous as possible, and we want to honor
every brother or sister for his or her service. We know that
taking a voluntary retirement incentive does not mean stepping
onto the sidelines of mission, but moving into a new phase of
involvement in mission."
IMB is sending approximately 300 new missionaries in 2015 and
expects to send a comparable number in 2016.
As phase one of the plan (the voluntary retirement incentive) is
being implemented, phase two of the plan will focus on
concluding a reset of the organization. Platt said that phase
would include consolidating support services, recalibrating
mobilization, assessing global engagement and re-envisioning
training.
He noted the organization must humbly and openly ask God,
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"What are you leading us to do?" and individual employees must
ask God, "What are you leading me to do?"
"We must get to a healthy place in the present in order to be in
a healthy position for the future," Platt said. "We want to move
forward with innovative vision, wise stewardship, and high
accountability to the churches we serve, the peoples we reach,
and the God we worship."
Frank S. Page, president of the Southern Baptist Convention's
Executive Committee, responded to the latest news of the
budget shortfalls in a statement to Baptist Press, "I received this
word from [IMB President] David [Platt] with deep sadness.
Overseas missions is the heart of why the convention exists and
receives more than 50 percent of our national CP Allocation
Budget.
"This distressing news is the long-term consequence of
reductions in Southern Baptist churches' percentage giving
through the Cooperative Program during the 1990s and 2000s,"
Page said. "It is imperative that this generation of Southern
Baptist pastors and leaders reenergize this time-honored plan of
giving that sparked IMB being the premier missions-sending
force it was throughout the 20th century.
"The power of systematic, proportional giving from thousands of
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churches can turn this thing around for IMB and all our
ministries," Page said.
******
The International Mission Board has released a FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) with extended information about
budget adjustments announced today (Aug. 27) by the mission
board. The full text follows.
FAQs related to IMB organizational reset
Q: What is the status of IMB finances?
A: Despite increased giving to the IMB over the last four years,
the organization has consistently spent more money than it has
received. For example, looking at the Lottie Moon Christmas
Offering, a goal of $175 million was set for several years, but
each year the amount received fell short. In 2014, IMB budgeted
$21 million more than it received, so it drew from contingency
reserves and global property sales to cover the shortfall. Not
only did IMB fall $21 million short of budgeted revenue in 2014,
but it also utilized global property sales to cover $18 million of
budgeted expenses. In total in 2014, the organization spent $39
million more than it received. Since 2010, the organization has
spent $210 million more than it has received. Fortunately, with
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contingency reserves and global property sales, the
organization has been able to cover these shortfalls each year.
Q: Hasn't Southern Baptists' giving through the Lottie Moon
Christmas Offering and Cooperative Program increased in
recent years?
A: Yes. Over the last four years, Southern Baptists have seen
increases in both the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering as well as
Cooperative Program giving to the IMB.
Q: What has the IMB been doing to cover budgetary shortfalls?
Could the same solution work for the 2016 budget?
A: IMB has been able to cover costs through reserves and
property sales in the past. But this is not a long-term solution
because IMB does not have an endless supply of properties,
and there are many complexities involved with selling overseas
property and repatriating the funds. Moreover, IMB is now close
to depleting its reserves and must work to restore them to a
more responsible level.
Q: Has the recent decline in missionary numbers helped cover
the shortfall?
A: Yes. In 2009 the IMB hit a high mark of 5,600 missionaries
on the field. Since then, missionary numbers have decreased to
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about 4,800. To address budgetary shortfalls, previous IMB
leadership enacted a plan to slowly reduce the number of
missionaries to 4,200 through normal attrition and limited
appointments, while using IMB's reserves -- including global
property sales -- to keep as many missionaries on the field as
possible.
Q: Why didn't previous IMB leadership address these issues?
A: Previous leaders put in place a plan to slowly reduce the
number of missionaries (through normal attrition and reduced
appointments) while using reserves and global property sales to
keep as many missionaries as possible on the field. This plan,
however, is no longer sufficient to address IMB's immediate
needs. Simply put, IMB cannot continue to overspend as we
have. Furthermore, IMB cannot continue to deplete its reserves.
Q: What is a financially sound level of contingency reserves for
an organization like the IMB?
A: IMB leaders believe the organization needs to restore its
contingency reserves to six months of its annual operating
budget. By the end of 2015, the IMB will only have
approximately four months of contingency reserves.
Q: What options have IMB leadership considered to resolve this
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financial crisis? What was decided?
A: IMB leaders have explored:
* Increased revenue
* Further reductions in missionary appointments
* Various modifications to IMB's support structure
* Additional liquidation of global properties
* Significant reduction in IMB's number of both missionaries and
staff
The cost of personnel is approximately 80 percent of IMB's
budget. IMB leadership believes the organization cannot arrive
at short-term financial responsibility or long-term organizational
sustainability without making a major adjustment in its number
of missionaries and staff now. The other options may still be
considered in the future.
Q: Will IMB continue to send new missionaries?
A: Yes. In 2015, approximately 300 will be sent, and in 2016, we
anticipate sending a comparable number.
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Q: What does a "major adjustment" to missionary and staff
numbers mean?
A: The IMB plans to reduce the total number of missionaries and
staff by 600-800 people -- or approximately 15 percent of its
total personnel. Currently, approximately 4,800 personnel serve
as missionaries and 450 as staff.
Q: There's a big difference between 600 and 800 people.
Which is it?
A: The "600" number represents the change IMB leadership has
known the organization needs to make to reduce missionaries
from 4,800 to 4,200. The "600" number is most likely a
minimum, with the larger "800" number representing a more
realistic picture of the reduction of missionaries and staff
necessary to put IMB in a responsible and sustainable financial
position.
Q: How is IMB leadership considering the spiritual foundations
of this practical issue?
A: IMB leadership stated that while the issue at hand is
obviously financial, it is ultimately spiritual. God is not surprised
by these financial realities. He has reigned sovereign over the
IMB for 170 years, and He will continue to reign sovereign over
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the IMB for years to come. God has reigned sovereign over the
direction of each personnel's life to this point, and He will reign
sovereign over these lives in the days to come. Because He is
sovereign, IMB leadership encourages all of its personnel to
seek Him, and ask Him how and where He is guiding each of
them for the sake of His name. IMB leadership believes that,
without question, God will continue to lead every one of its
personnel on mission. It is expected that the 600-800 people
who step aside from the IMB in the next six months will not be
stepping "onto the sidelines of mission," but instead will be
moving into a new phase of involvement in mission.
Q: What is IMB's plan for reducing the number of missionaries
and staff to balance the budget while concluding the
organizational reset leadership begun over the last year?
A: The next six months will involve two primary phases: 1)
offering a Voluntary Retirement Incentive (VRI), and 2)
concluding the reset of the organization, which involves a
strategic review of how the IMB is organized and how it
conducts both day-to-day operations and long-range planning.
The second phase includes consolidating support services,
recalibrating mobilization, assessing global engagement and reenvisioning training.
Q: What is a Voluntary Retirement Incentive (VRI)?
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A: A VRI is an official program by which any personnel who
meet certain eligibility requirements may choose to retire from
the IMB and receive a particular financial benefit in their
retirement.
Q: Is giving some of IMB's most experienced and seasoned
personnel the opportunity to retire a wise first step in
addressing the organization's budget needs?
A: IMB leadership acknowledges this is not an ideal step -- but
also that there are no "ideal" steps at this point. The reason VRIs
are established is to provide personnel who may be considering
retirement at some point in the near future an opportunity with
incentive to take that step in the present.
Q: Is the VRI really voluntary?
A: Yes. This VRI is indeed voluntary. IMB leadership will not in
any way encourage or influence any personnel to elect or reject
the VRI. It is totally up to the discretion of an individual (or
missionary family) who is eligible for the VRI to decide whether
or not to elect or reject it. To help ensure that this decision is
truly voluntary, supervisors across the organization will not even
discuss with any individual personnel whether he or she should
take the incentive. IMB leadership has designated people
available to talk with personnel to help them understand what
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the VRI entails, but beyond this, the IMB will not point
personnel toward a particular decision. IMB leadership's aim is
to eliminate any possibility of pressure or coercion in a certain
direction, but to ensure that this program is indeed voluntary in
every way.
Q: What will the VRI include?
A: IMB leadership wants to make this VRI as generous as
possible, so they are working to use every possible means
available to provide for the men and women who take this
incentive. The details of eligibility and the incentive are still
being finalized. Those details will be disclosed to personnel on
September 10 in a Town Hall meeting. In the few days following
that meeting, all eligible personnel will receive a packet of
information that includes the specific details of how this
incentive would affect them. The IMB's tight financial position
creates more urgency for this program now, because the longer
the organization waits, the less generous it can be. This VRI will
be the best option that can be offered.
Q: How quickly will the VRI take place?
A: Once individual details have been sent to eligible personnel
in September, those personnel will have at least 45 days to
decide whether or not to accept the VRI. Beyond the date IMB
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sets as a decision deadline, all personnel who take the VRI will
continue on payroll through December, providing additional
time to work through potential transition plans. For mission-field
personnel with remaining stateside assignment, IMB leadership
will work with those individuals through the ramifications of
what that means for their retirement.
Q: What is the timeframe for Phase 2 ("concluding the reset")?
A: While the VRI is taking place in fall 2015, IMB leadership will
simultaneously be working toward Phase 2, "concluding the
reset" of the organization that has begun over the last year. In
the next six months, leadership aims to bring this reset to a
conclusion by making necessary announcements regarding the
structure of Support Services and Mobilization, as well as any
updates concerning Global Engagement and Training. At that
time, IMB leadership will work through any further personnel
adjustments that may need to be made based on the number of
personnel who respond to the VRI; any structural changes
emerging out of the reset; and any additional information
available concerning IMB's budget and reserves.
Q: How does the financial situation affect the structure of IMB
Support Services?
A: Rodney Freeman, IMB vice president for Support Services -open in browser PRO version
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which includes global logistics, personnel and finances -- will
begin the process of consolidating these three areas into one
team.
Q: How does the financial situation affect the structure of IMB
Mobilization?
A: Until a vice president for Mobilization is named, Sebastian
Traeger, IMB executive vice president, will lead in recalibrating
this area.
Q: How does the financial situation affect the structure of IMB
Global Engagement?
A: While IMB leadership does not foresee major structural
changes in the area of Global Engagement, Vice President John
Brady and his team, including each of IMB's affinity leaders
around the world, will assess the effects of 600-800 fewer
personnel in the IMB, including IMB's ability to place personnel
in particular places or among particular people groups.
Q: How does the financial situation affect the structure of IMB
Training?
A: Zane Pratt, vice president for Training, and his newly forming
Training team will continue to re-envision the training of
churches, Christians, missionaries and nationals in the 21st
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century.
Q: How will IMB handle additional personnel changes after the
VRI?
A: IMB leadership desires to first provide personnel an
opportunity to voluntarily transition into work outside of the
IMB. In addition, IMB leadership will evaluate the effects of the
consolidation of Support Services and the recalibration of
Mobilization, as well as any additional adjustments in Global
Engagement and Training, to discern the different roles and
responsibilities all IMB personnel will have in the future. Many
personnel will continue with the exact same roles and
responsibilities they have now. Other personnel could
potentially redeploy and/or relocate, either within the IMB or
beyond the IMB.
Q: How will IMB measure if this two-phase plan is successful?
A: Ultimately, the goal is to put the IMB in a position to thrive in
the future. With constant dependence on God's Word and
continual desperation for God's Spirit, IMB leadership wants the
organization to move forward with innovative vision,
aggressively exploring how to best mobilize, train and support
limitless missionary teams from churches in North America and
the nations to reach the unreached with the Gospel. IMB must
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be a wise steward of its resources, represented most clearly by
a balanced budget with responsible reserves. And IMB must
operate with a high sense of accountability to the churches we
serve, the peoples we reach, and the God we worship.
Q: In summary, what is the goal of these actions?
A: "We must get to a healthy place in the present in order to
move forward into the future with innovative vision, wise
stewardship and high accountability," Platt said.
Conclusion of Platt's message to IMB family:
"I realize that all I have shared is a lot to process. And I am sure
that the ramifications of all these things will sink in over the
days to come in a variety of challenging, painful and difficult
ways. But amidst inevitable heaviness, I want you to know that I
have great hope for every member of the IMB family in the days
ahead. As we know, God is going to make His glory known
among all the peoples of the earth, and I am confident that He
wants each of us to play a pivotal part in making that happen.
Over the months to come, He will give many of us new parts to
play, including new places of service and new paths for mission,
both within and beyond the IMB. Regardless of where we find
ourselves six months from now, of this I am sure: it will be good,
and God will be glorified. In my time with the Lord this week, I
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was reading Psalm 31, where the psalmist cries, 'You are my
rock and my fortress, and for your name's sake you lead and
guide me' (verse 3). Amidst difficult days in our IMB family, I am
clinging to the fact that our Father is a rock and a fortress who
always leads and guides us. In Psalm 32:8, He says, 'I will
instruct you and teach you in the way you should go. He will
counsel you with His eye upon You.' Please hear that promise
from the Lord. Particularly amidst limitations on who we can
counsel with about voluntary retirement, know that the Lord
stands ready to be your Counselor. His eye is upon you. And as
we seek Him, He will instruct and teach each of us individually
and all of us collectively in the way we should go. For in the
end, 'our times are in His hands' (Psalm 31:15)."
Get Baptist Press headlines and breaking news on Twitter
(@BaptistPress), Facebook (Facebook.com/BaptistPress) and in your
email (baptistpress.com/SubscribeBP.asp).
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September 4, 2015
Dear SBC Family,
By now many of you may have heard that last week, IMB announced a plan to reduce the total number of
our personnel (both here and overseas) by 600-800 people over the next six months. Since the moment
this announcement was made, we have sought to communicate the details of this decision as clearly as
possible to churches, state conventions, and national entities across the SBC (see this article and this FAQ
document, in particular). In the middle of it all, though, I simply want to take a moment to share my heart
with you.
This is certainly not an announcement that I, in any way, wanted to make. At the most recent meeting of
the SBC in Columbus, I shared with messengers how IMB spent tens of millions more dollars than we
received last year. In our budgeting process over the last couple of months, other leaders and I have
recognized that we will have a similar shortfall this year, and we are projecting another shortfall of like
magnitude next year. In fact, when we stepped back and looked at IMB finances since 2010, we realized
that IMB has spent a combined $210 million more than people have given to us. By God’s grace, we have
been able to cover these costs through reserves and global property sales. But we don’t have an endless
supply of global property to sell, and our cash reserves are no longer at a desirable level for good
stewardship going forward.
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When staff leadership realized the severity of our financial situation, we knew that we needed to take
significant action. We spent hours on our knees praying and at tables discussing potential options for
balancing our budget, ranging from sending fewer missionaries to cutting various costs. We poured over
financial models and looked at the long-term impact of each of our options. However, with 80% of our
budget being devoted to personnel salary, benefits, and support expenses, we inevitably realized that any
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budget being devoted to personnel salary, benefits, and support expenses, we inevitably realized that any
effort to balance our budget would require major adjustments in the number of our personnel. When we
gathered with our trustees at our most recent meeting, the same conclusion was clear. Though board
policy did not require an official trustee vote, and though these brothers and sisters agonized over the
thought of many missionaries stepping off of the field, there was resolute and resounding recognition
across the room that our financial situation required such action.
Some pastors have asked me over this last week, “Why doesn’t the IMB just ask the churches to give more
money?” This sounds like a simple solution, but the IMB has been asking churches to give more money for
many years. In many ways, we have told the church about our need and called the church to give to meet
that need. Here’s just a small sampling of headlines and articles we have published:
2008 – “IMB reports cautionary finance news that could have a significant impact on the Board’s
work around the world next year.” Later that year, our trustee chair said to churches, “I am sounding
the alarm. The IMB budget is under strain to support growth in our missionary force.”
2009 – “Economic challenges…IMB anticipating another tough financial year…IMB in budget
shortfall crisis [that] could affect 600 positions.”
2010 – “IMB lamenting financial declines, trying to balance budget…IMB sending 30 percent fewer
long-term personnel than would be sent if there were no financial constraints.”
2011 – “IMB having difficulty balancing budget…IMB lowering the missionary force.”
2012 – “IMB preparing for another sobering financial report…IMB working through a painfully
difficult process of trying to balance the budget.”
2013 – “IMB urging for greater support from churches…IMB laments Christian callousness…IMB
trustees vote for substantive proposal changes across the SBC.”
2014 – Just two months before I stepped into my role, one article read: “IMB must soon come to
grips with the demands placed on us by years of declining Cooperative Program receipts and Lottie
Moon giving. We will be hard-pressed to continue supporting a mission force of our current
number, much less see a greatly needed increase in the number of fully supported career
missionaries on the field.”
I share all of this simply to say that we haven’t kept our financial position a secret. By God’s grace, the
church has responded in many ways, including various special offerings like “Christmas in August” in 2009
and increased giving to the IMB through both the Cooperative Program and the Lottie Moon Christmas
Offering over the last four years. Yet while IMB has been asking churches to give and setting aggressive
goals accordingly, the reality remains unchanged: IMB has spent $210 million more than we have been
given. Simply put, we cannot keep operating like this.
Do I hope that churches give more to the IMB through the Cooperative Program and the Lottie Moon
Christmas Offering this year? Absolutely, and we are working zealously with churches, state conventions,
and national entities toward this end. But I want to be crystal clear: I don’t blame the church for putting
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and national entities toward this end. But I want to be crystal clear: I don’t blame the church for putting
IMB in our current position. I love the church, we as IMB want to serve the church, and we believe the best
way for us to do that right now is by operating within the means provided to us by the church.
Similarly, no blame should be assigned to previous IMB leadership. Previous leaders knew these financial
realities, and they put in place a plan to slowly reduce our mission force (through normal attrition and
reduced appointments) while using reserves and global property sales to keep as many missionaries on
the field as possible. I praise God for the resources He provided to make that plan possible, and I praise
God for leaders who chose not to sit on those resources, but to spend them for the spread of the gospel
among the unreached. Ultimately, I praise God for the people who came to Christ over these last years
because missionaries stayed on the field, and because we used our resources to keep them there.
Yet when staff and trustee leaders alike looked at the realities before us, we realized that plan is no longer
viable, for we cannot continue to overspend as we have. For the sake of short-term financial responsibility
and long-term organizational stability, we must put ourselves in a position in which we can operate within
our budget, which necessarily means reducing the number of our personnel.
Words really can’t describe how much a sentence like that pains me to write, and pained me to
communicate last week. For “600” and “800” are not just figures on a page; they are people around the
world. For many of you, they are your family, friends, and fellow church members. They are brothers and
sisters whom I love, and brothers and sisters whom I want to serve and support. I not only want as many of
them as possible to stay on the field; I want multitudes more to join them on the field. But in order to even
have a conversation about how to mobilize more people in the future, IMB must get to a healthy financial
place in the present.
I hope that all of this information helps give you a small glimpse into why IMB is taking these steps at this
time. You can go to the links I referenced above to learn more about the two-phase process we are
walking through over the next six months to reduce the number of our personnel. Our aim is to make this
process as voluntary as possible, starting with a Voluntary Retirement Incentive, and then moving to an
opportunity for other personnel to say voluntarily, “I believe the Lord may be leading me to a new
assignment.” As the Lord leads 600-800 brothers and sisters into new places and positions over these days,
we want to honor every single one of them with generous support, realizing that the longer we wait to
take this action, the less generous we can be.
The comment I have appreciated most from pastors and church members during these days has been,
“How can we help?” One way is obviously to give. To be sure, IMB is committed to operating within our
means in the days ahead, yet we are praying that those means might increase so that we can stop pulling
missionaries off of the field and start sending multitudes onto the field. Indeed, the field is ripe for harvest,
and the time is now to take the gospel to those who have never heard it. Further, in light of all that I have
shared, I would also encourage your church to consider how you might care for one of these missionaries
who will soon be moving back to the United States. I am trusting that our Southern Baptist family will
welcome these brothers and sisters with open arms as they integrate into our churches here, making
disciples of the nations God has brought to our own backyard.
Finally, and most importantly, I would ask you to pray for the IMB during these days. Please pray that God
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Finally, and most importantly, I would ask you to pray for the IMB during these days. Please pray that God
will provide grace, wisdom, strength, and unity across the IMB family as we navigate the various
challenges that we are walking through together over the next six months. Ultimately, please pray that
God will use these days to set the stage for this 170-year-old missions organization to thrive for decades to
come or until Jesus returns. In this historic coalition of churches called the Southern Baptist Convention,
may we strive together toward that end.
For His Glory,
David Platt
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Joyce Stevens of Illinois joins other International Mission Board
trustees as they sign their names on a large globe during their Nov.
10-11 meeting in Houston, in what IMB President Jerry Rankin
described as an act symbolizing trustees' commitment to help
complete the Great Commission.

HOUSTON (BP)--While celebrating the largest number of
missionaries under appointment in recent years, trustees of the
International Mission Board also heard some cautionary finance
reports during their Nov. 10-11 meeting in Houston.
The potential effects of investment losses, a weakened dollar
and flattened giving to the Cooperative Program and Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering could have a significant impact on the
board's work next year.
These economic pressures forced board members to approve a
budget for 2009 that includes no room to exceed the total
number of missionaries currently under appointment. Attrition
in the missionary force (completions, retirements, resignations
and deaths) creates the need to appoint new missionaries each
year, but IMB President Jerry Rankin said the ability to expand
the missionary force beyond current levels rests in the hands of
Southern Baptists.
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"God has always proved His faithfulness through the giving of
His people that His mission might be carried out around the
world," Rankin said. "Even in these austere economic times we
must press forward in our vision to reach a lost world and be
obedient to our Great Commission task.
"God continues to call missionaries from Southern Baptist
churches, and we pray Southern Baptists will not be deterred
from providing the support needed in spite of the personal
sacrifice that might entail."
The $319.8 million budget approved by trustees marks a $15
million increase over 2008 expenditures, $10 million of which
will be used to offset the rising cost of support for missionaries
already on the field.
On Tuesday evening, trustees appointed 105 new missionaries
at Houston's First Baptist Church, bringing the current number
of field personnel to 5,541. The Houston group is the thirdlargest number appointed since at least 1980. Trustee chairman
Paul Chitwood of First Baptist Church in Mt. Washington, Ky.,
acknowledged that this feat, in spite of a tough economy, is
much to the credit of Southern Baptists and God's eternal glory.
"The question facing us now as we look to the future is: Will we
again experience a setback?" Chitwood asked. "Southern
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Baptists will decide the answer to that question as they give
their gifts through the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering this year."
SUPPORTING MISSIONARIES
Southern Baptists gave a record $150.4 million to the Lottie
Moon offering in 2007; the goal for 2008 is $170 million -- about
a 16 percent increase.
"You can't get more for your money than sending a missionary,"
said David Steverson, IMB treasurer and vice president for
finance.
"That's an investment -- not an investment that you put in your
portfolio -- it's an investment in the lives of people around the
world."
Despite a gloomy economic forecast, there is some good news.
The percentage of the budget used for stateside administration
and promotion dropped nearly 1 percent, from 15.44 to 14.56
percent.
The dollar also is making a recovery in the world marketplace,
gaining as much as 20 percent over some foreign currencies in
the past four months. Though the gain has not yet achieved
parity with the dollar's buying power prior to the decline,
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another 20 percent increase would put the dollar on a one-toone exchange rate with the euro -- the currency of the
European Union. Gains like these are beneficial because nearly
85 percent of the IMB's budget is spent overseas.
Steverson added that the IMB's well-diversified portfolio helped
minimize investment losses during the market crash, falling
about 19 percent compared to an average market drop of 40
percent.
"Our faith is in the Lord -- not in our bank balance," Steverson
said. "I'm convinced that in trying times we need to be
dependent on God. Maybe that's what He's trying to tell us -'Depend on Me, not on your resources.' So that's what we're
going to do."
Chitwood called on trustees to make Southern Baptist churches
aware of the need to give and challenged them to "dig deeply"
into their own pockets for the Lottie Moon offering.
"I pray our generosity would match that of the Macedonian
churches who gave as much as they were able, and [the
Apostle] Paul says, gave even beyond their ability to do so,"
Chitwood said. "I know these are challenging days -- they're
challenging days in my church. They're challenging days for all
Southern Baptist churches.
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"But by God's grace, and through our sacrifice, if we give
beyond what we're able to give, I trust God will honor that by
both meeting the needs in our homes and churches and
meeting the needs on the mission field."
ANNUAL STATISTICAL REPORT
Trustees were given good reason to answer Chitwood's
challenge. They were presented with record numbers of church
growth and Gospel advance in the 2008 Annual Statistical
Report, reporting missions data from the previous year.
Southern Baptist missionaries and their partners worked to
share the Gospel among more than 1,190 people groups, about
100 of them for the first time. Previously no one had been trying
to start new churches among them. The newly engaged groups
have a combined population of more than 188 million, nearly all
of them less than 2 percent evangelical Christian.
In 2007 missionaries and their partners also saw the number of
overseas churches climb to the highest level in history -- nearly
182,000, surpassing the 10-million-member mark for the first
time. Of that number, 27,000 of those churches were newly
started.
Baptisms topped 565,900, an average of about one baptism per
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minute.
Gordon Fort, vice president of the IMB's office of overseas
operations, told trustees these numbers represent the "tip of the
iceberg" in terms of understanding the complete picture of
God's work around the world. He explained that church-planting
movements grow quickly beyond the IMB's ability to track them.
None of this would be possible without Southern Baptist
churches, he said.
"We need your partnership more than ever," Fort told trustees.
"We need your influence among your [Southern Baptist]
constituency. We need you to go back to your churches and
share with them the vision that God has given and how they can
come alongside and be involved with us."
West Africa regional leader Randy Arnett told trustees about the
powerful impact that strategically involved churches can make
on the mission field.
He shared the story of a particular area in West Africa that is
home to 350,000 Bambara people. Before 2007, there were
only a handful of small, struggling, Christian outreach groups
among some 336 villages in this area.
But in February 2007, a partnering Southern Baptist church
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began to send short-term teams to the Bambara. Soon, a second
church joined the effort. By the end of 2007, five Southern
Baptist churches had committed to send teams at least four
times a year.
One of those churches, Beulah Baptist Church in Hopkins, S.C.,
averages 200 in Sunday worship and sends a team every six
weeks.
"Today, nearly 200 [Bambara] have been baptized, but more
importantly, [the handful of] outreach groups have turned into
36 churches and outreach groups," Arnett said. "And it's
because Southern Baptist churches have caught a vision."
REORGANIZATION
In addition to tackling a tough economy and celebrating
Southern Baptists' work around the globe, trustees also affirmed
a number of new recommendations related to the rollout of a
sweeping internal reorganization.
The reorganization, initially adopted by trustees in September,
is designed to accelerate the board's work overseas by
maximizing the effectiveness of frontline missionaries while
creating a more efficient, cost-effective structure of
administration and support.
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As part of this reorganization, trustees endorsed Randy Pegues
as vice president for the newly created office of global logistics
support and Tom Williams as vice president of the office of
global personnel. Pegues currently serves as an associate vice
president in the office of overseas operations. Williams heads
the IMB's Western Europe region. They will remain in their
current roles until completing the transition to their new
assignments in mid-2009.
Trustees also affirmed three existing vice presidents: Gordon
Fort will continue to head the office of global strategy (currently
known as the office of overseas operations); Ken Winter, office
of church and partner service; and David Steverson, office of
finance.
Trustees also endorsed personnel selections for eight new
leadership positions known as "affinity group strategists." The
strategists' names were not made public for security reasons.
They will be responsible for leading each of the IMB's eight
"affinity groups."
Affinity groups are large groupings of related peoples who
share similar origins, languages and cultures -- a lens through
which missionaries can focus and coordinate strategy to share
the Gospel.
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Chitwood thanked the trustees for their support and patience
during the reorganization process, a task he compared to eating
an elephant.
"You know how you eat an elephant? One bite at a time," he
said. "As we undertake the process of reorganizing an
organization that stretches to nearly 200 countries, with 6,000plus employees and a budget nearly a third of a billion dollars,
we have an elephant on our hands."
Chitwood also emphasized the motivation driving the changes.
"We began this journey focused on effectiveness.... We are out
for results and we don't apologize for that. We want to see more
souls saved, we want to see more churches planted, we want to
see more new believers discipled, we want to see the Gospel
taken to every nation, language and tribe."
IMB President Jerry Rankin closed his report by asking trustees
to sign a large globe as a symbol of their commitment to
fulfilling the Great Commission.
"A thrilling aspect of our work over the years has been to see
the attitude of our missionaries who started using the
expression 'wigtake,'" Rankin told trustees. "When faced with a
challenging assignment or dangerous and formidable task, they
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respond with that expression -- wigtake -- whatever it's going to
take.
"That is the attitude and commitment we all must have.
Whatever change is necessary. Regardless of how it may affect
us personally, whatever the cost and sacrifice, driven by vision,
faith and courage we will do whatever it takes to reach all the
peoples of the world with the Gospel of Jesus Christ."
The next trustee meeting will be Jan. 26-28 in Richmond, Va.

Don Graham is a writer for the International Mission Board.
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Labor Day: Biovocational pastors known
for work ethic
David Steverson, IMB chief financial officer, told trustees the 2010
budget anticipates $100 million in Cooperative Program funding (a
decrease of $7.6 million from 2009) and calls for $175 million in Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering receipts.

SHREVEPORT, La. (BP)--In a day of unprecedented global
missions opportunity and great harvest, Southern Baptists will
be forced to draw down their overseas missions force in 2010
by as many as 600 missionaries, International Mission Board
trustees were told Nov. 10.
The trustees, meeting in Shreveport, La., adopted a $317.6
million budget for 2010 and learned that $7.5 million will be
needed from contingency reserves to balance the budget. That
unprecedented step leaves the organization with only six
weeks of available reserves in case of major unexpected
expenses. The funds will be needed in 2010 because projected
revenue for the year is lower than projected expenses. The
2008 Lottie Moon Christmas Offering came in $9 million short
of the previous year's receipts and $29 million short of its goal
of $170 million.
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Because of that shortfall, IMB was forced to suspend two shortterm missionary programs, send fewer long-term workers and
significantly reduce all aspects of its operating expenses. One
of those short-term programs, the Masters Program, is being
reinstated in a format that asks new personnel to provide part of
their own support package. IMB will provide support in areas
such as transportation, training and housing. The Masters
Program offers those age 50 and older the opportunity to serve
two to three years overseas.
The drawdown in the missionary force during 2010 will be
accomplished through natural attrition, completion of service,
retirements and limiting appointments, not by recalling any
personnel, the trustees were told.
Because economic realities are forcing IMB to retrench its
efforts, the organization must deliberately plan to have fewer
missionaries -- with implications for a lost world that should
distress Southern Baptist church members, said Gordon Fort,
IMB vice president of global strategy.
"When doors are swinging open all over the world, when our
work force is finding great harvest in some of the most difficult
places in the world, we are drawing our force down from 5,600
to 5,000. It just shouldn't be," Fort told trustees. When Southern
Baptists collected $11.1 billion in offering plates in 2008,
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according to the denomination's Annual Church Profile, and
2.77 percent "finally arrives to support the vision of reaching a
lost world, and when [Southern Baptists] are structuring
ourselves in a way that guarantees we will fail in our mission, it
just shouldn't be." (See Editor's Note below.)
The IMB's 2010 budget anticipates $100 million in Cooperative
Program funding (a decrease of $7.6 million from 2009) and
calls for $175 million in Lottie Moon Christmas Offering receipts,
said David Steverson, IMB chief financial officer. The operating
portion of the 2010 budget is $23.2 million less than 2009, and
the total budget represents a decrease of $2.2 million. The plan
includes $29 million for capital needs that will not be spent
unless the Lottie Moon offering surpasses its $146 million
operating budget goal.
The overseas portion of the new budget accounts for 85.3
percent of the total, while the portion for stateside
administration and promotion amounts to 14.7 percent. As part
of the belt tightening, benefits have been reduced for both
missionaries and staff.
A statistical snapshot of work conducted in 2008 by IMB
missionaries and their Baptist partners shows God continues to
work in dramatic ways to push back spiritual darkness and
advance His Kingdom, said Scott Holste, associate vice
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president for global strategy.
Among the report's highlights:
-- Church-planting strategies were implemented among 1,159
people groups, 886 of which are unreached. Of the 93 people
groups newly engaged in 2008, 77 were unreached. Of the 208
urban centers in which church-planting strategies were
implemented in 2008, 164 are unreached.
-- The number of churches worldwide increased globally to
204,192 -- more than twice the 95,383 reported in 2004.
Church membership grew more than 390,000 to 10.7 million -an increase of about 3.4 million since 2004. Although baptisms
were down worldwide by 59,956 and the number of new
churches was down 2,230, the numbers still represented one
person being baptized about every minute and a new church
every 22 minutes.
-- While the number of individuals enrolled in residential
leadership training increased by 2,607 to a total of 24,453 -- an
11.9 percent annual growth rate -- the number of partner home
missionaries decreased by 186 (6.5 percent) and the number of
partner international missionaries dropped by 128 (6.1 percent).
Those declines reflect the same pressure of economically
forced strategic retreat IMB is experiencing, Holste said.
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Without exception, however, the Gospel is eagerly received
when taken to people who have never heard it, Fort said.
Mark Sauter, who along with his wife Vesta, leads work with
deaf peoples worldwide for IMB, told trustees about sharing the
Good News of salvation in Jesus Christ with a man whose
culture believes that death imprisons a person in a dark cell for
eternity. For the deaf, being in darkness would mean being
forever unable to use sign language to communicate with
others, Sauter said.
After the man heard Sauter's witness about how he could spend
eternity in a place of heavenly light, in the presence of a God
who loves him -- instead of being eternally imprisoned in
darkness -- the man said, "You know, that's the best news
anyone has ever told me. I don't know why you Americans call it
'Good News.' You should call it 'Best News.'"
Sauter's story reflects the essence of what Southern Baptist
international missions is about, Fort told trustees. Drawing back
from the mission, he said, imperils not just organizational
advance but the eternal destiny of human souls.
"Those who live in great darkness are seeing the Light," Fort
said. "But you know, the best news that we have is Good News,
but Good News is only good when it's received in time."
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The next trustee meeting will be Jan. 18-19 in Richmond, Va.
The next missionary appointment service will be held in
conjunction with a March 2010 trustee meeting in Memphis,
Tenn.

Mark Kelly, an assistant editor with Baptist Press, wrote this
story for the International Mission Board. EDITOR'S NOTE:
Southern Baptists' total tithes, offerings and special gifts of $11.1
billion included such items as Lottie Moon, Annie Armstrong,
world hunger and state missions offerings. Total undesignated
receipts amounted to $9,013,807,646. Of that amount, churches
retained 94 percent and contributed $548,205,099 through the
Cooperative Program, of which $204,385,593 was forwarded by
the states to support national causes. The CP Allocation Budget
apportions 50 percent to the IMB, 22.79 to the North American
Mission Board, 22.16 to theological education, 3.40 percent to
facilitating ministries and 1.65 percent to the Ethics & Religious
Liberty Commission. The IMB also received $141 million through
the 2008 Lottie Moon offering.
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TRUSTEES: IMB leader relays question,
'Is anybody else coming?'
By Alan James
GREENSBORO, N.C. (BP)–”Is anybody else coming?” Clyde Meador, interim president of the
International Mission Board, posed the question to trustees during their Nov. 10 meeting in Greensboro,
N.C.
The IMB encounters this question more and more as it treks through an ailing economy and reduces its
overseas missionary force through attrition from a high of 5,600 to a goal of 5,000.
“All around the world, millions of lost people are asking the question, ‘Is anyone else coming to tell us the
message of hope?’” said Meador, who shared a story about a former missionary couple who
encountered this question among the South Asian people group they were working with before they
retired.
Trustees adopted a 2011 budget of $308.5 million, $9.1 million less than 2010′s budget. While many
missionary positions remain unfilled, IMB trustees appointed 57 new missionaries. Calvary Baptist
Church in Winston-Salem, N.C., hosted an appointment service Nov. 10, and some of the new appointees
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Church in Winston-Salem, N.C., hosted an appointment service Nov. 10, and some of the new appointees
will participate in a Nov. 16 commissioning service at Oklahoma Baptist University in Shawnee.
“We are still sending new personnel, contrary to rumors that we sometimes hear,” said Meador, noting
that the missionary force has been reduced solely by sending fewer replacement personnel when there
are retirements, resignations or completed terms.
“We look forward to a day when financial support reaches the point when we can increase the number of
new personnel being sent to the field each year,” Meador said.

Sharper Focus
Trustees also heard reports of spiritual victories led by Southern Baptist missionaries and Baptist
partners on the field.
In 2009, IMB missionaries reported 360,876 baptisms, 29,237 new churches and 96 newly engaged
people groups. These new numbers, Meador noted, usher in a more focused approach to reporting the
IMB’s missionary work.
The organization’s annual report is now separated into two reports, with the numbers cited by Meador
reflecting work by IMB missionaries and those with whom they directly relate.
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Trustees also received a report from 133 overseas Baptist conventions that listed 136,422 baptisms and
2,151 new churches. This report could show some overlap with the IMB report.
“We are focusing more than ever on the work done specifically by our personnel and those with whom
they work most closely,” Meador said, “which will enable us to better understand how God is using us and
how we can better serve.”

2011 Budget
For the third consecutive year, IMB trustees adopted a decreased budget from the previous year’s
budget.
Though the IMB pulled $7.5 million from its reserves to balance the budget last year, the trustee finance
committee was committed to not repeating that move.
“We continue to face very difficult economic times as a nation,” said Charles Fowler, a Tennessee trustee
who chairs the finance committee.
“We’re grateful for Southern Baptist support of the Lord’s work that’s being accomplished around the
world,” Fowler added. “It truly is an amazing story of the grace of God at work.”
According to IMB officials, the mission board is sending about 30 percent fewer long-term personnel than
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would be sent if there were no financial constraints. The IMB still anticipates sending 300 new long-term
personnel and 200 to 250 new short-term personnel in 2011.
As Cooperative Program dollars continue to slip, trustees focused on ways they also could cut costs in
the stateside budget, which accounts for a little less than 15 percent of the overall budget, Fowler said.
The IMB recently offered qualifying staff members in Richmond, Va., a voluntary retirement incentive to
take effect by the end of 2010.
In other business, trustees heard a report of $2,063,474.46 released for hunger and general relief
projects, including funds used by Baptist Global Response, a relief and development organization that
partners with the IMB. The funds were used in many places such as earthquake recovery needs in Haiti
and helping peoples in Central and South Asia.
During the meeting, trustees also were encouraged to continue praying for the presidential search
committee.

A Renewed Hope
As missionaries continue their efforts overseas, Meador said Southern Baptist churches also are
answering the question he posed during his report — “Is anybody else coming?”
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Trustees heard several stories of churches, students and state convention leaders who are making
sacrifices to help send and support missionaries.
One of these stories is Calvary Baptist Church in War, W.Va. The church averages about 45 people each
Sunday in a poverty-stricken coal-mining community, Meador said. A third of those attendees are
children.
“Only eight or nine members of the church have a paying job,” he added.
Five years ago the church gave $140 to the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering for International Missions.
The next year they gave $1,300. Last year they gave more than $7,500.
“They expect to give even more this year,” Meador said. “They are answering the question.”
The next trustee meeting will be March 15-16 in Dallas, with an appointment service slated March 16 at
First Baptist Church in Dallas.
Alan James is a writer for the International Mission Board. Used by permission.
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IMB President Tom Elliff addresses trustees during their Nov. 14-15
meeting at IMB's International Learning Center near Richmond, Va.

RICHMOND, Va. (BP) -- Eight months after unanimously electing
Tom Elliff as "God's man" to lead Southern Baptists' global
missions efforts, IMB trustees officially inaugurated him as the
mission board's 11th leader.
Meeting Nov. 14-15 at IMB's International Learning Center near
Richmond, Va., trustees dedicated Monday evening to
inaugurating Elliff during a special service at Richmond's Grove
Avenue Baptist Church.
Southern Baptist Convention President Bryant Wright, a guest
speaker at the inauguration, compared Elliff to Barnabas in Acts
11:24 -- a "good man" of great faith, filled with the Holy Spirit.
"There are 3,800 unengaged, unreached people groups [in the
world], and God has put on Tom's heart that we challenge the
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world], and God has put on Tom's heart that we challenge the
churches of our convention to go out there and reach all
3,800.... Now that is great faith," Bryant said. "Tom ... we know
beyond a shadow of a doubt that God has called you to this
role."
At the 2011 Southern Baptist Convention meeting in Phoenix, an
"embrace" initiative was launched to challenge churches to do
"whatever it takes" to make Jesus' name known among an
unengaged, unreached people group (UUPG) in which less than
2 percent of the people are evangelical Christians and no active
church planting strategy is under way among them.
The embrace initiative, born of a prayer-laden collaboration
between Elliff and Wright, sets an ambitious goal for
congregations of a long-term commitment to a UUPG.
Also during their meeting, IMB trustees appointed 77 new
missionaries, all of whom were present at the Nov. 14
inauguration. Elliff spoke about his passion for reaching those
who don't place their faith in Jesus Christ and underscored the
importance of anchoring one's identity in Christ.
"We must not confuse our role at the present moment with our
identity -- that is, who we are. Sometimes I'm introduced as
president of IMB.... That may be what I am doing right now, but
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that is not who I am. I am a bond slave [of Christ]," Elliff said.
"It haunts me to think of any man, woman, boy or girl ... being
alive a million, billion years from now in an actual, awful, but
always place called hell, which is the destiny of every person
who does not name the name of Jesus and has not repented
and received Him by faith as their Savior.
"Jesus had compassion on those who came to Him. It moved
Him viscerally. But please understand that what ultimately
keeps us going is that what we do is not just for the lost; it is
primarily for Jesus' sake."
STATISTICAL REPORT
Trustees received good news about the advance of the Gospel
from Scott Holste, IMB's associate vice president of global
strategy. Holste presented highlights from the 2011 Annual
Statistical Report, which compiles data from the previous year
on the work of Southern Baptist missionaries and the local
believers with whom they partner.
Thanks to their obedience to share the Gospel, nearly 1.5 million
people were presented with an opportunity to respond to Christ
in 2010. Of that number, more than 442,000 became new
believers, and more than 333,000 new believers were
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baptized. Missionaries and local believers also started more
than 28,800 new churches.
Holste said God used IMB engagement to accomplish some
significant firsts, including newly engaging more than 200
people groups with the Gospel, 90 of which are unreached (less
than 2 percent evangelical Christian). Missionaries also reported
the first believer among 26 people groups, the first baptism
among 32 people groups and the first church among 13 people
groups.
"That's really a cause for celebration," Holste said.
But there's still plenty of work to be done.
Mark Sauter, who co-leads strategy for IMB's Deaf affinity group,
told trustees of the desperate need for Jesus among the Deaf of
Eastern Europe. He spoke of signing the word for "Jesus" in
several European countries, only to find that Deaf there didn't
know what he was talking about or only knew Jesus as a "dead
man on the cross," wholly ignorant of the sacrifice that put Him
there.
Sauter also told trustees about a haunting question he
frequently receives from Deaf believers who've recently
responded to Christ: "Why has no one ever told us this before?
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... My father or my son, who died last year, they would have
followed this Christ -- they would have embraced this Jesus if
they had a chance."
Sauter stated that "wherever we go, whether there are churches
or no churches, the Deaf have been isolated and shut out from
the Gospel."
GC2 PILOT
After two years of deliberation and refinement, trustees
unanimously voted to implement a pilot program intended to
expand the boundaries of partnership between Southern
Baptist churches and the IMB. Known as "Great Commission
Global Connect" or "GC2," it will facilitate a church's ability to
take a greater strategic role in sending short-term missionaries
to share Christ and plant churches among the world's
unreached people groups.
GC2 missionaries will be fully financially supported by their
sending church but will work with and be supervised by IMB
leadership. IMB will partner with GC2 churches by providing
personnel selection and strategy consultation as well as
administrative support and training.
Roger Freeman, chairman of the trustees' Church and Partner
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Services Committee and senior pastor of First Baptist Church in
Clarksville, Tenn., said GC2 is not a departure from Southern
Baptists' cooperative missions efforts but a "new dimension to
cooperation."
"This is a heartfelt response on the part of IMB to the GCR
[Great Commission Resurgence]," Elliff explained. "Our
seminaries have produced an entire new generation of
passionate, young, theologically astute and ardently missionminded pastors.
"The thing that they care about is that we understand, and
missionaries understand and Southern Baptists understand, that
missionaries are called by God in the framework of a local
church. And somehow, in the way we have done missions
traditionally, there has been something of a separation.
"They desperately desire to maintain contact between
themselves and our missionaries who are on the field ... and we
have developed this Global Connect 2 to enable churches to fill
that desire."
Elliff emphasized that churches participating in GC2 would be
required to maintain levels of Cooperative Program and Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering giving in addition to sending and
supporting their missionaries. He also added that GC2
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missionaries would be held to the same standards as other IMB
field personnel.
"They're not some privileged people who can hop, skip and
jump into the system without chinning the same bar that the
rest of our personnel do," Elliff said.
Ken Winter, IMB vice president of church and partner services,
said the GC2 pilot comes with the added benefit of opening a
new door for short-term missionary service. In 2009, budget
cuts forced IMB to begin sending significantly fewer two- and
three-year missionaries.
If successful, the GC2 pilot will create a new avenue for
increasing the field presence of these strategically vital shortterm teams, as well as breaking ground for future career
missionaries.
Each year, Elliff noted, "a major portion of applicants for
appointment to career service have had earlier short-term
experience with IMB through programs such as Journeyman,
Hands On, Masters and ISC. It is anticipated that service through
the short-term Global Connect ministry will also become
another route to future career service as IMB missionaries."
The GC2 pilot will include a maximum of 25 sending churches
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and 100 adults. Trustees plan to assess the pilot's efficacy in
2013.
2012 BUDGET
In other business, trustees approved IMB's 2012 budget of
$324.3 million, $175 million of which is expected to come
through this year's Lottie Moon Christmas Offering for
International Missions.
Charles Fowler, chairman of the trustees' Finance Committee
and senior pastor of Germantown (Tenn.) Baptist Church, said
the 2012 budget was the "most difficult to balance of any in
recent years." To illustrate, he explained that the first draft of
the budget prepared earlier this year contained a $37 million
gap between projected income and projected expenses.
"Our staff has worked splendidly to bring us to a place where
we can enjoy a balanced budget," Fowler said. "Though we
wish the resources were more, we are so grateful for the
resources that God does provide to IMB through our Southern
Baptist family."
In a money-saving move, trustees approved a bylaw revision
reducing the number of trustee meetings from six to "at least"
four times per year.
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The 77 new missionaries will be honored at an appointment
service Nov. 16 in Hattiesburg, Miss., hosted by Temple Baptist
Church. The next missionary appointment service will take
place March 21 at Trinity Baptist Church in Lake Charles, La.
Trustees will gather for their next board meeting March 20-21 in
Lake Charles.

Don Graham is senior writer at the International Mission Board.
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Mission Board President
Tom Elliff asked these questions in his report during IMB
trustees' Nov. 15-16 meeting in Springfield, Mo.
"This is harvest time, folks. … It is no time for us to be asleep in
the harvest," he said, drawing from John 4:35, which says "the
fields are white unto harvest" and Proverbs 10:5, "He who
gathers in summer is a son who acts wisely, but he who sleeps
in harvest is a son who acts shamefully". (NASB).
The world "is filled with people who desperately need to hear
the Gospel," Elliff continued, and IMB's assignment is to assist
fellow Southern Baptists to bring the Light of the Gospel to the
world.
Despite this crucial need, Southern Baptists no longer are
giving through the Cooperative Program (CP) as they used to
give, Elliff said. CP has been in decline for the past five years.
Elliff called this a "tragedy" because CP and the Lottie Moon
Christmas Offering for International Missions are the two
"lifelines" that support Southern Baptist missionaries.
"We don't determine how many missionaries [are sent] -Southern Baptists by their giving tell us how many people [they
will] have on the field," Elliff said. "Now that's just the plain,
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unvarnished truth.
"I don't want to be a son who acts shamefully. … Southern
Baptists don't want to be sons and daughters who act
shamefully, but we will be if we sleep in the harvest," Elliff
continued. "You need to pray with me that God will stir among
Southern Baptists.
"When we think about the way doors have opened … in corners
of this world that have been so dark and so closed for so many
years, it is unthinkable … that Southern Baptists would not
provide more missionaries, more laborers for the harvest," he
said.
Annual statistical report & UUPGs
Evidence of the harvest work around the world was shown
through highlights of the 2012 Annual Statistical Report (ASR)
presented by Stuart Bell, pastor of First Baptist Church in
Centerton, Ark., and IMB trustee chairman for the strategy
committee. The ASR summarizes the work of Southern Baptist
missionaries and their overseas ministry partners in 2011.
More than 1.4 million people heard a Gospel witness; of those,
more than 337,000 became believers. More than 266,000
people were baptized. Missionaries and local believers with
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whom they partner started 24,000 new churches.
Gordon Fort, vice president for IMB's global strategy office,
reported that there are currently 3,133 unengaged, unreached
people groups (UUPGs) -- those with an evangelical Christian
population of less than 2 percent and with no evangelical
church-planting methodology currently under way among them.
"We need to make up our mind that these last remaining
unengaged, unreached people groups will have their witness
before we die," Fort said. "When we get to heaven one day, we
can say, 'Lord, we were there on that day when every language,
every people, every tribe, every nation, were engaged with the
Good News of Jesus Christ.' "
2013 budget
Trustees approved IMB's 2013 budget of $323.8 million, of
which $175 million is expected to come through this year's
Lottie Moon Christmas Offering.
Blake Withers and Bill Milewski, chairman and vice chairman for
IMB trustees' finance committee, presented details of the
budget.
It was "painfully difficult" to balance, said Withers, a member of
Immanuel Baptist Church in Highland, Calif. Milewski, a member
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of First Baptist Church in Soldotna, Alaska, noted that the
budget is down by a half million dollars from the past year and
will become increasingly difficult to balance in the future.
"We know that we're relying upon God to do this," Milewski said,
"and as our president explained, if the Cooperative Program
[giving] would increase and also the Lottie Moon … that's where
it all lies. … We just ask that the Lord would move upon the
heart of each and every individual.
"We as Southern Baptists have no excuse, in my humble
opinion, that we should not have a tremendous footprint on the
mission field."
Other business
Trustees approved the election of Gordon Fort to the new
position of senior vice president for prayer mobilization and
training, effective immediately. A major part of Fort's new role
will be leading the School of Prayer for All Nations initiative
Elliff announced during the September trustee meeting.
Fort was born in Sanyati, Zimbabwe, where his parents served
as missionaries. He and his wife Leigh Ann were appointed
missionaries to Botswana in 1985. He served in a leadership role
for southern Africa from 1997 to 2004 when he joined the IMB
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home office staff as vice president of the office of overseas
operations. In 2009, he became vice president of the office of
global strategy.
Trustees also approved John Brady, current affinity global
strategy leader for northern Africa and the Mideast(NAME)
peoples, to become the new vice president of office of global
strategy, effective Jan. 15.
Brady was born in Roanoke Rapids, N.C., and grew up in
Guyana as the son of Southern Baptist missionaries. He and his
wife Jenny were appointed by IMB in 1993 to serve in NAME.
He served as strategy coordinator, strategy associate and
regional leader before moving to his current position in 2009.
Trustees also appointed 84 missionaries in a service Nov. 15 at
Springfield's Second Baptist Church, raising the IMB missionary
force to 4,908.
The next IMB trustee meeting is scheduled for Feb. 26-27 in Las
Vegas, with a missionary appointment Feb. 27 at Hope Baptist
Church there.

Laura Fielding is a writer for IMB. Get Baptist Press headlines
and breaking news on Twitter (@BaptistPress), Facebook
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IMB's Platt sends open letter to SBC
family
NEW - an hour ago

It isn't enough for Southern Baptists just to be aware of spiritual
lostness, IMB President Tom Elliff says in his address to trustees. The
Great Commission calls Christians to be moved into action by any
person who doesn't having a saving belief in Jesus Christ.

ROCKVILLE, Va. (BP) -- IMB President Tom Elliff is concerned
that Christians have become desensitized to everyone's need
for a Savior.
Christians pray for others' hearts to be stirred toward Christ but
they also need to pray that their own hearts are continually
stirred by a deep burden for the spiritually lost, Elliff told
International Mission Board trustees during their Aug. 27-28
meeting at the IMB International Learning Center in Rockville,
Va.
Elliff said he has a hard time sleeping after watching the
evening news, not just because of wars, disasters and other
tragedies, but because "every one of us has learned how to look
at the most horrific things you can imagine and be unmoved by
them."
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"We know where the great tragedies are, we see people
running for their lives and starving physically," Elliff said. But
most often they also are starving spiritually.
"We've learned how to be aware of lostness but not be moved
by lostness," Elliff said. "We have a tendency when speaking of
lostness to speak of it statistically." But statistical overload, he
said, doesn't equate those numbers with individuals in dire
need of Jesus.
The words of Proverbs 24:11 haunt Elliff: "Deliver those who are
being taken away to death and those who are staggering to
slaughter. Oh, hold them back" (NASB).
"'Hold them back,' God says. That's our mandate," Elliff said.
"Everything we do must be framed in the light of the lostness of
this earth. That's what we're about."
Southern Baptist churches need to be focused together in one
sacred effort of pulling people back from lostness and an
eternity separated from God, he said.
"Missions is the stack pole of the Southern Baptist Convention,"
he stated. "Missions is all about lostness."
When Southern Baptists give to the Cooperative Program and
the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering for International Missions, it
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isn't to meet a need IMB has, Elliff stressed. It's to meet the
need the world has for the Gospel.
Meeting the real need
Every penny of the $175 million LMCO goal is absolutely
needed, David Steverson, IMB vice president of finance and
treasurer, told trustees during his report.
Southern Baptists' international missionary count remains under
5,000, a limit necessitated by the economic downturn of the
past few years.
The LMCO goal since 2009 of receiving $175 million within one
year has not been reached. The closest the offering has come
to $175 million was slightly more than $150 million in 2006 and
2007 and nearly $150 million in 2012.
"People ask, 'Why not lower the goal?'" Elliff told trustees. "The
problem is not the goal; it's not high enough.
"We need to reach that goal just as a testimony of our
awareness of the lostness of the world," he continued. "I am
grateful for every coin that has come, for every person that has
sacrificed, but now is not the time to retrench.... There has
never been a greater time for missions than this."
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Hispanics engaging lostness
Underlining that point, trustees approved IMB's launching of a
new initiative called the Kairos Project to mobilize Hispanic
Southern Baptists to serve as cross-cultural missionaries. They
will serve in strategic roles around the world where their
language skills and cultural affinities will provide greater access
to reach others with the Gospel. Kairos is a Greek word that
means "at the opportune moment."
Hispanics are one of the fastest-growing segments of the U.S.
evangelical community, including Southern Baptists. It is
estimated that the number of Hispanic Baptist churches will
double to 7,000 by 2020.
IMB is seeking qualified applicants for the Kairos Project within
the International Service Corps (ISC) category of missionary
service. ISC terms are typically two to three years. It is
anticipated they will serve in Europe, Central Asia, Southeast
Asia, South Asia and Latin America.
Applications to serve in the Kairos Project currently are being
accepted at the imb.org website. Within the online application
form, type "Kairos Project" in the box titled, "Type of Job
Assignment Preferred."
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Hispanics who want to be considered for Kairos Project
missionary deployment to the field by the end of 2014 should
initiate the ISC application process this fall. More information on
the project is available from IMB initial contacts at 888-4226461; email, initial.contacts@imb.org.
Storying together
IMB is engaging 204 people groups that have no access to the
Word of God, reported John Brady, IMB vice president of global
strategy.
To help address this need, IMB's office of orality strategies has
put together a team to translate key Bible stories into oral
Scripture resources so people can hear the Gospel for the first
time in their heart (native) language. The project is called
Storying Together.
In other business:
-- Trustees expressed appreciation for a $5.3 million estate gift,
one of the largest gifts designated for the Lottie Moon offering
ever given. They also gave thanks for two other estate gifts,
totaling more than $56,000.
-- Trustees approved a revision to IMB's mission statement to
read: "Our mission is evangelizing, discipling and planting
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reproducing churches among all peoples in fulfillment of the
Great Commission."
-- Trustees learned about the launch of Skybridge Community, a
new Marketplace Advance initiative to help North American
Christians living overseas find ways to more intentionally be
involved in missions where they are located. Skybridge
Community's website will launch in September at
skybridgecommunity.com.
-- Trustees recommended 24 missionaries for emeriti status,
representing 623 years of service.
-- Trustees appointed 65 new missionaries honored at a service
at Liberty Baptist Church in Hampton, Va., bringing IMB's
missionary total to 4,885.
The next IMB trustee meeting will be Nov. 7-8 in Charlotte,
N.C., with a missionary appointment service Nov. 10 at Hickory
Grove Baptist Church in Charlotte.

Kate Gregory writes for the International Mission Board from
Richmond, Va. Get Baptist Press headlines and breaking news
on Twitter (@BaptistPress), Facebook
(Facebook.com/BaptistPress) and in your email
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Tom Elliff

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom Elliff, IMB's president, presented this
report to trustees May 14.)
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report to trustees May 14.)
SPARTANBURG, S.C. (BP) -- Revivalist Richard Baxter noted that
he "preached as a dying man to dying men." His intent was
clear. We are all operating on borrowed time and "no man
knows his hour." We must also live with the constant awareness
that those to whom we preach are dying a horrible death which
mere words are incapable of describing. Wrapped in chains of
sin and separated from God, they sit in great darkness, devoid
of the faintest glimmer of the true Light that brings light to all
mankind.
Those of us in this room, and all those whose lives and
ministries we steward (and for whom we will one day give
account), must rise to the hour. We must daily renew our
strength, take on the full armor of God, bind on our Gospel
shoes, and set out on the race again ... chasing the darkness. It
is to that end, for the sake of the lost, that I bring you this report
today.
But today it is not the billions who are without Christ -helplessly, hellishly lost -- to which I would direct your
attention. I presume they are always on your mind and that, on
occasion, your days have been spent weeping and your nights
tortured as you contemplated that vast assembly and the task
that is ours.
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Nor is it the current status of the Southern Baptist Convention
to which I would turn your thoughts. Every thinking person here
is solemnly aware that the Southern Baptist Convention is at a
crossroads. Who are we, these 46,000 churches? What is our
message? Are we passionate about the things that are on God's
heart, and will we sacrificially unite our hearts and resources
around our Lord and His Great Commission? Will we ever again
be willing to see that Great Commission as the stack pole
around which we lay down our hearts and our ambitions?
I want to turn your thoughts instead to IMB, that entity over
which you have been placed in trust, that entity whose
operations and personnel I have been charged to oversee
during these days of my stewardship as your president. I want to
speak out of respect for our history, with an understanding of
the present, and out of regard for our future. I want to speak
"descriptively" and not "prescriptively," leaving the latter for our
next president, the Global Leadership Team, and you, our Board
of Trustees.
IMB is now in its 169th year of existence. I have been privileged
to serve as your 11th president. IMB, as the Foreign Mission
Board, was born with our Southern Baptist Convention. The
second meeting of the SBC convened in Richmond, where our
headquarters were established, and the waters of the James
River have carried more than a few missionaries first down to
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the Chesapeake, and then out to the ocean over which many of
them never returned.
By the grace of God, and because of sacrificial giving and
going, IMB had already been at work for 73 years before 1918,
when the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering was born in the hearts
of the Woman's Missionary Union. And we already had been
sending missionaries for 80 years when the Cooperative
Program was conceived in 1925. Both of these giving channels
soon became healthy arteries through which Southern Baptists
provided lifeblood for what would become the largest
evangelical mission agency of its kind in the world.
We have labored through a Civil War, two World Wars and
countless other engagements that sent our nation's best around
the world. And in spite of it all -- wars, recessions, depressions
and our own internal skirmishes -- through IMB, Southern
Baptists sent their best to the ends of the earth as well.
Our history is also one of constant change and adaptation.
Every era brought its opportunities and its challenges. Many of
our challenges have been precipitated by changes in the
support Southern Baptists provided for IMB. Though it may
come as a surprise to you, until the Second World War, IMB
(FMB) operated on funds borrowed from local Richmond banks,
a practice that is unthinkable to us today. IMB has always been
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a work in progress.
The stage is set
It is noteworthy that, while no one enjoys financial challenges,
those very challenges seem to always bring out the best in IMB,
its personnel and strategies. Dark nights of financial strain have
seen the sun rise on new and more effective ways of doing
missions; better stewardship has been coupled with greater
global impact. I believe that, by God's grace, the stage is once
again set for IMB's best and most effective moment in history.
It should not go unnoticed that each innovation in mission
support, such as LMCO or CP, was welcomed, embraced and
immediately implemented to the glory of God and the
expansion of His kingdom. What should also strike our attention
is that while we are now at the moment of the world's greatest
lostness, coupled with the moment of easiest access to the lost,
we have not substantively addressed the issue of missionary
support for over 89 years. For all practical purposes, our only
answer has been to encourage Southern Baptists to increase
their giving.
But IMB must soon come to grips with the demands placed on
us by years of declining Cooperative Program receipts and
Lottie Moon giving that has hovered around $150 million. Sadly,
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the existence of thousands of new Southern Baptist churches
has not generated a commensurate increase in CP or LMCO.
Nor is our growth in the number of our churches in the U.S.
positively impacting baptisms in our own nation. Last year,
46,000 Southern Baptist churches in the USA, with
membership nearing 17 million, baptized 130,769 fewer people
than we did in 1948 when we numbered less than 27,000
congregations with a membership of only 6.5 million.
Even if Cooperative Program giving remains stationary or
increases modestly, and LMCO giving remains between $150160 million, we will be hard-pressed to continue supporting a
mission force of our current number, much less see a greatly
needed increase in the number of fully supported career
missionaries on the field. In spite of what we might think, the
world is not waiting for Southern Baptists to "catch on and catch
up!" The ranks of the lost are rapidly swelling with men and
women, boys and girls destined for hell. Their only hope is that
their lives might be intercepted by those chasing the darkness,
running to them with the Light of the Gospel.
So how will Southern Baptists respond? And what issues must
IMB consider as it stewards the resources and personnel sent
by Southern Baptist churches?
Thanking God!
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Before answering those questions, I believe it is important for
us to thank God for the incredible strength of this family called
Southern Baptists and their International Mission Board. It would
be difficult to find churches and mission personnel more
committed to the vision of a multitude from every language,
people, tribe and nation knowing and worshipping our Lord
Jesus Christ.
Though IMB is the largest evangelical mission organization of
its kind, with our missionaries fully funded by a single
denomination, we have the lowest attrition rate, by far, than any
of those other agencies. While the average attrition rate for
most evangelical mission agencies is many times higher than
ours, IMB's attrition rate (normally hovering around 5 percent) is
down this year to a remarkable 3.8 percent.
When others ask how we can account for such committed
personnel and such a low attrition rate, I have responded by
noting five characteristics of our IMB culture:
1. We recruit determinedly, that is, to the highest standards.
2. We train diligently from the recruiting phase and throughout
life.
3. We deploy strategically with each missionary an answer to a
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field request.
4. We work purposefully according to a known and specific
vision.
5. We care passionately for those whom we serve and for one
another.
Yes, you and I, and Southern Baptists have much to celebrate.
And when you hear our IMB report at the SBC in Baltimore next
month, the stories of Gospel advance from our personnel all
over the world will be nothing short of breathtaking! That report
should leave us on our faces before God, praising Him for His
power and blessings.
Describing the challenges ahead
Now, as our Search Team is seeking for my successor, I believe
a good stewardship of the days remaining demands that I alert
you to the challenges that face us. I want to describe the nature
of these challenges so that our next president will find in you an
informed and supportive board of trustees as he leads us ever
forward to meet them.
The writer of Proverbs urges us: "Deliver those who are being
taken away to death, and those who are staggering to
slaughter, Oh! Hold them back! If you say, "See, we did not
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know this," Does He not consider it who weighs the hearts? And
does He not know it who keeps your soul? And will He not
render to every man according to his work?"(Proverbs 24:11-12).
It is in this spirit that I share with you today. We must have a
clear description of the issues at stake for we will be held
accountable.
Looking ahead, IMB must come to grips with at least three
practical issues that demand urgent attention. As trustees, you
will be those who can give your voice, your strength, your
support and encouragement as IMB seeks to address each of
these imperatives in an appropriate manner.
I. First, it is imperative that IMB develop, then clearly define,
NEW means by which personnel are encouraged, empowered
and fully expected to connect intentionally with Southern
Baptist churches.
From a candidate's very first contact with us, and throughout his
or her tenure, IMB personnel must fully appreciate that their
ability to go to the field and remain on the field is directly tied
to the willingness of Southern Baptists to support them. The
best avenue for that message to reach Southern Baptists is for
our personnel to tell them.
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For too many years Southern Baptists and their missionaries
have applauded the fact that "we don't have to raise support!"
This has created among us, and throughout the SBC, a false
sense of entitlement and ingratitude. Some churches urge their
members to apply with IMB, yet have no sense of responsibility
for their maintenance on the field as evidenced by no increase
in LMCO or the amount of CP giving arriving at IMB. Conversely,
some of our applicants and personnel feel content to labor on
the field without sensing any burden for connecting widely with
Southern Baptists.
It is a simple fact that, though there has never been a day of
greater lostness or easier access, IMB cannot swell the ranks
of our missionaries, nor can we continue to support our
current force, with giving at its current level.
Meeting the demands of lostness will require new components
in our selection process. Qualified applicants, for instance,
might find that moving through the process with IMB will
require some evidence that they are effectively connecting
with churches. Those churches must then assure that their
future giving through LMCO and CP will be increased beyond
their current giving at a level sufficient to provide for the
support and ministry costs of additional personnel.
There is simply no way Southern Baptists can continue adding
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to the ranks of their missionary personnel without such
assurances. The beauty of LMCO and CP is that we can do
more together than we can alone. But it is a gross
misunderstanding of both CP and LMCO to imagine that the
Lord is honored when churches take advantage of others'
generosity by failing to be generous themselves.
II. Second (and in addition to fervently connecting), it will be
imperative for all our personnel to deliberately utilize means
for communicating with those churches frequently and
faithfully.
Many of our personnel are already communicating with
supporting churches and their members on a monthly basis.
They realize the importance of telling their story, expressing
their gratitude, inviting prayer and urging participation. Their
work in this arena is exemplary.
But we must move from "many" to "all." And we must ensure
that every communication from our personnel includes the
importance of giving and encourages Southern Baptists to give
so that the amount reaching IMB from their church's weekly
contributions reflects their concern for the great lostness of the
world. After all, we are not giving because IMB needs money
but because the lost need the Gospel.
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We live in a communication age. Southern Baptists are literally
smothered by requests from a multitude of other organizations.
However, it is imperative that we constantly and effectively
communicate the incredible value of doing missions through
IMB, an organization that is doctrinally sound, draws from many
of our own institutions, works strategically, and is accountable
to the SBC. Each of us desires to give to worthwhile causes, and
our failure to constantly tell the IMB story only provides a
vacuum into which others are quite willing to speak. What
greater cause can there be than fulfilling the Great
Commission?
As noted earlier, I have heard individuals say that the beauty of
working with IMB is that our missionaries do not have to raise
their financial support. After all, every other organization does
require a significant level of attention given to "raising support."
It is a verifiable fact that this characteristic of our organization
does allow our missionaries to fully focus on the tasks of
evangelism, discipleship and the planting of healthy,
reproducing churches. But our strength will become our
weakness if at any time support is simply taken for granted, or
when it breeds an air of ingratitude, coupled with our failure to
constantly lay the plight of the lost at the doorsteps of Southern
Baptist hearts.
III. Finally, IMB must eagerly welcome the establishment of
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new avenues through which we can encourage Southern
Baptist churches to travel to the ends of the earth.
Together, you and I have witnessed the development of several
of these avenues in the last few years. But I am of the belief
that we have only scratched the surface. We are a Southern
Baptist entity. We are a wholly owned subsidiary of our 46,000
Southern Baptist churches and must never set aside that
distinction. Nor must we ever entertain the surrender of our
doctrinal parameters as clearly described in our Baptist Faith &
Message, 2000. We are at home in the SBC. It is not
insignificant that it is our convention, the Southern Baptist
Convention that has given birth to this incredible mission
organization.
Now, it is imperative for us to remember that Southern Baptist
churches have within them some of the most passionate,
creative and concerned pastors and lay men and women on the
planet. We must hear them! Speaking personally, and out of 52
years of ministry experience, I believe we must be willing to
loosen our grip and invite them to help us create the most
effective and far-reaching IMB ever. And in that process I
believe we will discover that people do support what they help
create.
It will be wise for us to look to new categories of mission
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personnel, employing both the partially funded or fully funded
models already utilized for the SBC-approved Mission Service
Corps. We should look at further ways to utilize the models we
already employ such as SBC-Direct or GlobalConnect. This is a
tactile, hands-on generation, with churches eager to play a
personal, up-close and on-site role in missions.
Working together, IMB will readily find new, creative and daring
ways to partner with our churches in carrying the Gospel to the
ends of the earth. In doing so we will recover the heart of the
Southern Baptist Convention. We will acknowledge the fact
that SOME are called to be sent out, and our role is to partner
with churches in encouraging, training and mobilizing them.
And we will acknowledge the reality that ALL of us are called
in some way to chase the darkness ... and we must encourage,
train and mobilize them as well.
Southern Baptists' own 'finest hour'
In the moment of his nation's great testing, Winston Churchill
noted that "To each there comes in their lifetime a special
moment when they are figuratively tapped on the shoulder and
offered the chance to do a very special thing, unique to them
and fitted to their talents. What a tragedy if that moment finds
them unprepared or unqualified for that which could have been
their finest hour."
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With your permission, by God's grace, and because ours is
kingdom interest rather than national interest, I'd like to
paraphrase and give spiritual life to Churchill's statement. In it I
believe there is a message for IMB, a message for us, a message
for this board, a message for our personnel and our convention.
"To each SBC entity and its trustees, there comes in their
lifetime special moments when they are figuratively tapped on
the shoulder and offered the opportunity to do a very special
thing, unique to them, fitted to their charge, and filled with
kingdom significance. What a tragedy if that moment finds them
unprepared, unqualified, or unwilling for that which could have
been their finest hour."
We have the charge. We are qualified and prepared. Southern
Baptists and the witnesses in heaven are on tiptoe, simply
waiting to see if we are willing.
Trustees, fellow workers in the IMB and Southern Baptist family:
I pray the testimony of these days is that we were, indeed, of
willing heart for what may well become our finest hour.
Listen again to the Word of the Lord. "Deliver those who are
being taken away to death! And those who are staggering to
slaughter, oh, hold them back!"
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The Lord desires it ... the lost deserve it ... and our love
demands it. We must rise to the occasion, join heart and soul
with the saints of all the ages, bathe all our efforts with prayer,
strap on the armor of faith, bind on our Gospel boots … and
chase the darkness.
For the vision! 2 Timothy 1:12: "Our vision is a multitude from
every language, people, tribe and nation knowing and
worshipping the Lord Jesus Christ."

Tom Elliff is IMB's president. Get Baptist Press headlines and
breaking news on Twitter (@BaptistPress), Facebook
(Facebook.com/BaptistPress) and in your email
(baptistpress.com/SubscribeBP.asp).
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OLIVE BRANCH, Miss. (BP) -IMB President David Platt
outlined his five-point strategic
plan while presiding over his
first trustee meeting as head of
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the mission agency. In a plan
based on five biblical goals
IMB Photo by Paul W. Lee
which have led to four practical
steps and three initial
recommendations, Platt offered two important reminders to
reach one all-consuming goal: glorifying God.
Platt's five biblically based goals for IMB are: exalting Christ,
mobilizing Christians, equipping the church, facilitating church
planting and "playing our part in completing the Great
Commission," he explained to trustees during Nov. 6-7
meetings in Olive Branch, Mississippi.
"Missions is not our life. Christ is our life," Platt said. "I want to
lead us to love Him, to enjoy Him … and to exalt Him among all
peoples."
These desires led Platt to identify four
practical steps to lead the organization,
including shaping culture, streamlining
strategy, simplifying structure and
solidifying leadership.
"We're working and pleading for God to
raise up multitudes of workers," Platt said.
"And when He does -- and I believe He's
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doing it now -- we don't want to have a
small funnel that people have to squeeze IMB file photo
through to be involved with IMB in
getting the Gospel to the nations."
Instead, Platt said, "we want to simplify our structure to set the
sails for the wind of God to blow His people to the world."
As a result, Platt brought three personnel recommendations to
IMB trustees -- two requiring a vote -- describing the moves as
"high-level, 40,000-foot decisions" designed to "set the stage"
for subsequent decisions in the days to come.
First, IMB trustees approved Sebastian
Traeger, an innovator and entrepreneur
based in Washington, D.C., to serve as
the agency's executive vice president.
Traeger, 40, is an elder at Capitol Hill
Baptist Church in Washington, D.C., and
author of the book, "The Gospel at Work."
He will replace Clyde Meador, 69, who
has served in the role since July 2003.
Meador will continue to serve on the IMB
leadership team as executive advisor to
the president.
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Trustees also voted to approve Zane Pratt, 57, as vice president
for global training. Pratt, who currently serves with IMB as
theological education strategist for Asia, has 21 years of IMB
missions' experience. From 2011-13, Pratt also served as dean
and associate professor of Christian missions at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.
Proven leaders
Traeger, who earned a bachelor's degree in politics from
Princeton University, brings a wide variety of skills and
experience to the position of executive vice president,
including ministry awareness, proven leadership ability,
organizational acumen, financial competence and strategic
experience, Platt told trustees.
As an entrepreneur, business professional and management
consultant, Traeger has co-founded, built and sold several
companies, including Village Phone, which launched mobile
services in rural developing communities in El Salvador;
Christianity.com, a self-publishing platform for Christian
organizations; Razoo.com, a crowd-funding site that leverages
small acts of charity to support a variety of causes; and Five
Street, Inc., which provides lead management software to the
residential real estate industry.
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In addition, Platt said, Traeger "stands on
strong biblical, theological foundations
that inform a healthy understanding of
the local church, global mission and
every Christian's involvement in both."
Traeger, who accepted Christ as his
personal Savior as a 6-year-old boy, also
credits his Princeton involvement in
Campus Crusade for Christ and Athletes
in Action as significant milestones in his
spiritual development. Since 1996, he has
been a member of Capitol Hill Baptist
Church in Washington, D.C., where he currently serves as a
Sunday School teacher and elder. He and his wife Nikki have
three children, ages 6, 5 and 3.
"I am honored and privileged to be asked to serve in this role,"
Traeger said. "It's amazing how God has providentially given me
the capabilities and the experiences to do this work."
Specifically, Traeger said he believes his experience with
leading innovation and his focus on "doing all things with
excellence as unto the Lord" will prove helpful as Platt seeks to
bring new models to the 169-year-old organization.
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"As David starts to lead the organization with a vision for raising
up more missionaries, forming more teams and incorporating
more professionals, I can see how my experiences as an
innovator will be helpful," Traeger said. "All my work is for the
King, and I'm humbled and excited by my assignment with IMB,
where I can put my hand to the plow in serving David, our staff
and our workers on the field."
As Traeger steps into the role of executive vice president,
Meador will move into a new position as executive advisor to
the president. Meador had discussed transitioning away from
IMB to a new area of ministry upon the arrival of a new
president, but Platt asked him to wait.
"I want and need the kind of biblical, missiological, experiential
and personal wisdom that exists in Clyde Meador," Platt said,
acknowledging that he expects Meador to speak into "every
decision that is made, every change that is considered, and
every step that is taken."
Focus on training
Platt recommended creating the new position of vice president
of global training to oversee IMB training efforts. Platt endorsed
Pratt to fill the role based on "a unique combination of
extensive missions experience alongside deep theological
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acumen."
"I want to make sure that everything we are and everything we
do is grounded in the rock solid foundations of God's Word,"
Platt said. "I want God's Word to drive what we believe and how
we operate, the message we proclaim and the methods we use
to proclaim it."
Other business
In other business, IMB trustees:
-- Welcomed 63 new missionaries, who were recognized in a
special appointment service Sunday, Nov. 9, at First Baptist
Church Olive Branch.
-- Approved the 2015 Fiscal Resources Strategy Plan at a budget
of $301,100,000 as presented by David Steverson, IMB
treasurer and vice president of finance.
-- Received the 2013 Annual Personnel Report from Dickie
Nelson, associate vice president of global personnel, who noted
that at 3.8 percent, missionary attrition reached its lowest level
in 15 years. The average 15-year attrition rate for IMB is 4.8
percent. The national average for non-profit agencies is about
16 percent.
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-- Received the 2014 Annual Statistical Report, which
summarizes the work of Southern Baptist missionaries and their
overseas ministry partners in 2013. More than 1.7 million people
heard a Gospel witness in 2013. Of those, more than 274,000
became believers and more than 190,000 were baptized.
Missionaries and local believers with whom they partner started
more than 13,000 new churches.
-- Heard specific reports from strategy leaders serving around
the world about the progress of the Gospel in their areas.
The next trustee meeting will be Feb. 24-25, 2015, in Houston,
Texas.

Tess Rivers is an IMB writer.
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